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FUTURE ROLE OF COOPERATIVES IN MARKETING BEANS, PEAS, AND LENTILS. By Art Smith, 
Cooperative MaTketing and PUTcbasing Division; Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives 
SeTvice; U.S. Department of Agriculture. Farmer Cooperative Reaearch Report No.l6. 

ABSTRACT 

Pulse produetion in the United State~ has become geographically specific and 
concentrated, and the marketing channels for pulses have changed dTamatically over the 
past 30 years. The most marked change has been the gTowth of large proprietary 
marketing firma which are vertically integrated as national packagers and expoTters, 
and procure directly from pulse producers througll their own elevators. Farmer 
cooperatives as a whole have been unable to effectively countervail this growth in 
market concentration. Cooperatives do, however, have the potential to counteract 
their competition's position by pooling pulses, merging Tegiona! marketing agencies 
into a single national cooperative marketing agency in common, and/or by packaging, 
canning and exporting pulses themselves. 
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APPENDIX TABLES 

SUMMARY 

Farmer cooperatives must adapt to new ~rket trends if they al'e to compete 

effectively with private firms in marketing U.S. pulses.. This report examines the 

U.S. pulse industry's trends and the ways in which cooperatives can strengthen thei~ 
marketing efforts. 

Cooperatives can compete with the vertically integrated packager-ex~ortel' by 
merchandising and exporting pulses themselves. Cooperatives will have to establish 
overseas sales offices and acquire current market information in order to export 
competitively. 

Cooperative members may counteract growth of large pl'iv8te packager.s by pooling 
gl'owers' pulse~. This allows for bgth a reduction in marketin$ risks and potlantially 
higher prices for the grower. 

Cooperatives may also form a single marketing agency in common, enablins the 
regional cooperat;Lves to join together as a stronger presence in the marketplace. 
Such an organization may act as a single trader and can market a full line of pulses 
as competitors do. 
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Future Role of Cooperatives in Marketing 

Beans, Peas, and Len tils 

,-Irt 8l11illl* 

\ 

r INTRODUCT ION 

This report gives pulse producers current inforrr~tion about the industry and 
recommends how they Clln improve their pOSition in the marketplace via cooperative 
organization. The last such industrywide study on pulses was published in 1951. 

PULSE PRODUCTION 

1be value of U.S. pulse production--dry edible bean~, peas, and lentils--has 
8mounted to approximately ~390 million a year for the past 5 years (1973~78). Though 
pulses represent only about .8 percent of total farm income derived from crop~, they 
are important to the few States in which they are produced. Michigan derives 10 
percent of ita far'm income from pulses, Idaho over 6 percent, and Colorado-about 5 
percent. 

Total pulse production in the major pulse prouucing States dropped from 21.2 
million cwt. dur~ng 1957-68 to 20.9 million during 1967-78, or about 1.3 percent, 
(table 1). Uichigan, Idaho, California, and Washington maintained their relative 
ranks betweeu the two periods. Oregon and New Mexico completely dropped out of the 
picture, while North Dakota and Minnesota increased production by over 300 percent. 
Ten States now producelllOre than 98 percent of the total U,S. pulses. 

While total prod'lction has not changed Significantly in the past 20 Y68rs, the 
number and size of pulse prodUCing farms have changed. In 1964. approximately 30,000 
farms averaging 56 acres per farm produced pulses. In 1974, the number of farms had 
declined by a third and average farm size increased by about 60 percent to 88 acres 
per farm (appendix table 1). 

Yield per acre for dry edible beans increased by over 50 percent since the late 
thirties (appendix table 2). While the number of farms declined during this pariod by 
over 80 percent, acreage was cut back by only 15 percent. Yield increaees are 
attributed to improved cultural practices and the increased proportion of acreage 
under irrigation. In the past 20 years, however, there has been no appreCiable change
in yi~lds. . 

Navy and pinto beans account for half of all pulses pl'oduced in the United States 
according to the ranking of the 16 most tmportant pulse classes and their average D 

production during 1967-78 (table 2). Peas and lentils comprise only 17 percent of 
total pulse production with dry edible beans making up the remaining 83 percent. 

~ The author is an agricultural economist, formerly with the COQperative Marketing 
and Purchasing Division, ESCS. 
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Table 1--Puhe producing Statei, ran~", and aVV4ge production, 1957 ..68 and 1961 ..78 

------------------------.----------------~------~-----------------------~-----
Rank Production 

State 
1957 ..68 1967-78 1957..68 1967-78 

1,000 cwt. 

1 1 6,662 6,025Michiaan 
Idaho 2 2 3,278 3,373 
California 3 3 2,873 2,757 
Wa.hington 4 4 2,533 2,715 
Colorado 5 6 1,829 1,714 
Nebra.ka 6 5 1,208 1,;46 
New York 7 8 1,116 558 
Wyoming 8 9 821 473 
Montana 9 11 206 151 
North Dakota 10 7 167 a03 

149 146'r .. n.a. 11 12 
Oregon 12 NA 135 o 
Minne.ota 13 10 90 375 
New Mexico 14 NA 63 o 
Utah 15 13 43 57 

NA • not applicable. 

,'able 2--U.S. pulse productich1, by class and average production, 1967-78 

ProductionClalts 

1,000 cwt. 

5,498Navy bean 
5,067Pinto bean 

Grean pea 2,125 
Great northern bellO 1,,645 

Red kidney bun 1,302 
889Lentil. 
759Pink bean 
691Blac keye bean 

578Yellow pea 
574Lal'ge lima bean ..434Baby 11ma b..n 
396Small red bean 

366Small white bean 

Cranberry b ..n 2U 


202Black turtle bean 
79Garbanzo bean 
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Julse Producing Area~ 

Although 13 Statea produce pulaea, the delineation of producing areaa ia not baaed 
on Stat. boundariea but on .tmilarity in weather conditiona and cultural practicea. 

Dry pule.a are produced in eight distinct Qreaa--New York, Michigan, North Dakota
Minneaota, Northeaat Colorado-Wyoming-Nebraaka-Kanaaa, Southweat Colorado-Utah, Idaho
HOntana. Northweat Idaho-Waahington, and California. 

Th~ New York ~rea produce. red kidney and black turtle aoup beans. Production in 
thta areA ia deelining steadily at a rate of about 60,000 cwt. yearly. New York'a 
1967 production of red kidneys was 673.000 cwt. and black, turtles was ~41.000 cwt •• 
compared to 315,000 and 57,000 cwt., respectively, in 1978. Red ki~ney production 
declined by over 50 percent and black turtles by 75 percent during 1967-78; it does 
not .~p.ar that theae trend~ will abate. 

Th. Michigan area produces navy, dark red kidneys, black turtle soup, and 
cranberry beana. The production of navy and kidney beans has been rather stable 
du~in8 the paat decade. Black turtle production has averaged close to 60,000 cwt. a 
year ainca being introduced in 1974. Cranberry bean production has been increasing at 
a rate of 18,000 cwt. a year. Total area production is cloee to 6 million ewt., with 
navy beane compriaing gO percent of the total.. Navy beans will continue to be the 
predominant pulae grown in Michigan with production remaining relatively atable. 

North Dakota-Minneaota, or the Red River Valley area, produces pinto, navy, and 
great northern beana. Pinto production haa increased by over 300 percent during the. 
peat d~~ade, at a rate of abo~t 50,000 cwt. a ye&r. Likewise, navy bean production 
baa ~lao b.en increaaing an average of 54,000 cwt. yearly. Great northern production 
ia very minor, averaging only 8,000 cwt. a year. It appears that this area'a 
production will continl~e to increaae. but certainly by bas than the p~at 10-year 
trend would indicate. Production ahould be rather stable in the future. since the 
tremendoua growth in the ea1"1y years of production has now stabilized somel-1hat. 

The Northeaat Col~rado-Wyoming-Nebraska-Kansaa area produces pinto and great 
northern beana. Onl:? pinto beana are produced in Colorado and Kansas. while Wyoming 
and Nabraaka produce bath pintoa and great northerna. The area'a bean productio~ ia 
irrigahd, either by grav1.ty flow or center pivot sp:rinkler. In 1917. t;hia area 
produced 2,162,000 cwt. of pintos and 1,039,000 cwt. of great northerna. This was 48 
pereent of the total U.S. pinto and 72 percent of the total U.S. great northern 
production. 

Tbe South~eat Colorado-Utah area produces only pintos, averaging about 400,000 
ewt•• year during the pa.t decade. Pr.oduction in thia area ia declin:!ng by 50,000 
cwt. par ya.r. Pintoa a~e grown under dry land conditions and thua have relatively 
low yielda--S cwt. per acre compared to 16 cwt. in northeast Colorado. Production ia 
extrGm.ly volatile, due to a total dependence on variable weather condition•• 

Th••outharn part of Idaho produces pinto, sraat northern, red kidney, pink. and 
amall red b..n.. Idaho'a pi~to production is 19 percent of the U.S. total and 
incr..aing at a y..rly rate of 28,000 CWt' Approximately 23 percent of the U.S. great 
northerna are produced there, and production is growing by 16,000 ewt. a year. Two
thirda of '~~je pink beana are produced in Idaho, with increadng annual production of 
28,000 cwt. Idaho alao produce. over 50 percent of all amall reda. 

The Waahington-Northeaat Idaho area ia the ~ole producer of green and yellow pea. 
~~ lentila, and alao producea emall red and emall white beana. Thia area producea 
lea~ ?~n 10 percent of the amall whitea, but p~oduction i. growing gradually by 5,000 
ewt. pei' r~ar. 
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California produces more classes of pulses than any other area. The total U.S. 
volume of large lima. baby lima. blackeyes. and garbanzos is produced here. 
California also produces about 85 percent of all!l1llall whites. 20 percent of all 
pinks. and 40 percent of all red kidneys. Large lima produc~ion has been declining by 
27.000 cwt. a year and small whites by 22.000 cwt. Red kidney production hAS 
increased by 50.000 cwt. per year. and more than offset the decline in larg"'lII1s and 
small whites. Thus. total pulse production in California is rather cons tali 

The U.S. production of pulses produced primarily in a single area (such aa large 
and baby limas. blackeyes. garbanzos. peas. lentils. and navy beans) depends to a 
large degree on the prevailing weather. There tends to be perfect correlation of the 
yields in those specialized areas with the U. S. average yield of that partic'ular pulse 
claps. However. the opposite is true for those pulses produced in several areas. 

A bad production year for pintos in Idaho does not necessarily mean poor 
production in Colorado or North Dakota. The same holds true for black I;<lrtle 
production between Michigan and New York. or the red kidney production areas. Pink 
bean yields may be average in Idaho. with a bumper crop in California. Thus. the 
yield of a pulse crop in one p~oducing area is independent of yiel~8 in another. 

Within-area pulse yields are correl&ted; for ex~mple. pinto. great northern. and 
pink bean yields are correlated in Washington-Northern Idaho. Thus. when an erea has 
a bad year. it meana low yields for all pulses produced there. 

Navy Beans 

Navy beans are produced in Michigan. Minnesota. and North Dakota. with an average 
yearly U.S. production of about 5.5 million cwt. Michigan dominates total production 
with a 96-percent share. while the Minnesota and North Dakota area (Red River Valley) 
produces the remaining 4 percent (fig. 1). 

There has been no trend in U.S. production of navy beans. On the average, annual 
U.S. production falls within 17 percent of the mean of 5.5 million CWt. ~o~th Dakota. 
however. has shown an increasing production of 54.000 cwt. ~ year since its initial 
reporting in 1974. This increase has been such a small portion of the total. however. 
that it has had little impact on the total U.S. production. 

The market for navy beans is both domestic and export. Exports have averaged 
about 1.3 million cwt. a year, or 23 percent of total production. In 1977, exp~~t8 
accounted for 32 percent of the total market. 

Domestically, navy beans are used primarily for canning, with pork and beans, 
baked beans, and beans in tomato sauce the principal products. Only a very small 
quantity of the beans are sold at the retail level in their natural form (dry). well 
leSS than 10 percent of the total. 

The primary export market for navies has been Europe, with the United Kingdom the 
predominant customer. Tnough the beans are exported in their natural form. they are 
ultimately used for canning. The between year variation ill exports has been greater 
than the between year variation in U.S. production (appendix tables 3. 4. and 5). 
This export variability is due to Canadian competition and their highly volatile 
production. 
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Figure 1 
Total U.S. Production of Navy (Pea) ae.nl, by State, 1987-78 
Million OWt. 

S ~-------------------------------------------
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Pinto Beans 

Pintos are produced in 11 States and are second only to navy beans in production. 
The average yearly U.S. production exceeds 5 million cwt., with a trend toward 
increasing production by approximately 95,000 cwt. annually. Colorado is the leading 
producing State with over 30 percent of the total U.S. production. Idaho and North 
Dakota follow, each with 18 percent of the total. Nebraska with a share of 12 percent 
has the fourth largest production; the remaining 22 percent is produced by Hyoming, 
Minnesota, Kansas, Montana, Michigan, Washington, and Utah (fig. 2). 

Colorado's production has been declining at a rate of 50,000 cwt. a year, Wyoming 
by J1,OOO cwt., and Utah by 5,000 cwt. The growth States have been North Dakota, 
increasing an average of 84,000 cwt. a year; Nebraska and Idaho each at a rate of 
28,500 cwt. a year; Minnesota at 20,000 cwt.; and Washington at 13,500 cwt. 
Production in Kansas, Montana, and Michigan remained relatively stable. 

Pintos are marketed both domestically and abroad. With the growing popularity of 
Mexican food and the increased population of Latin Americans, the domestic market for 
pintos has been expanding. They are mainly sold at the retail level in dry form, 
canned as refried beans. ~lole pinto beans are continually popular. 

Exports of pintos have also been increasing, averaging over 520,000 cwt. a year, 
or to.5 percent of total U.S. production. The rate of increase is over 60,000 cwt. 
annually, increasing by about 1 percent yearly. Mexico, the Netherlands, Iran, the 
Dominican Republic, and Angola have been major purchasers (appendix tables 6, 

,; 7, and 8).11 

1/ U.S. statistics on pinto exports to the Netherlands arc misleading since their 
final destination is not declared, such as transshipment to Cuba. 
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Figure 2 

Total U.S. Production of Pinto aeans, by State, 1967-78 

Million cwt. 
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Peas and Lentils 

Peas (green and yellow) and lentils are produced in Washington and Idaho. 
Actually, this is a combined producing area which encompasses eastern Washington and 
northwest Idaho--the Palouse. The annual average production of green peas is in 
excess of 2.1 million cwt. (fig. 3), 478,000 cwt. for yellow peas (fig. 4), and 890,000 
ewt. for lentils (fig. 5). Wash1~gton produces over 53 percent of the green peas, 88 
percent of the yellow peas, and 75 ~e~cent of the lentils. 

Pe.!l and lentil production is very volatile, with variations of up to 33 percent 
f~om their means. Yellow pea production has been declining at a rate of about 45,000 
ewt. a year due to Canadian compet::'t:ion. 

Exports make up the predominant market for peas and lentils. OVer 72 percent of 
U.S. lentils, 61 percent of the yellow peas, and 52 percent of the green peas are 
exported. Exports of both green and yellow peas have been trending downward. Gr,een 
pea exports have been declining at a yearly rate of 70,000 cwt. and yellow peas by 
17,000 cwt. Lentil exports tend to vary in direct relation with production. The most 
importar.t export markets for graen ~eas have been Colombia, Venezuela, the United 
Kingdoro, Japan, and Taiwan (appendix tables 9, la, and 11). For yellow peas, the 
major markets have been Colombia, Venezuela, Taiwan, and Iran (appendix tables 12, 13. 
and 14). Colombia, Venezuela, the Netherlands, West Germany, Algeria, and other 
Mediterr.anean countries have been important markets for lentils (appendix tables 15, 
16, and 17). 

Domestically, peas are sold split in dry form for traditional use in split pea 
soups. Lentils are also sold in their dry form. 
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Figure 3 
Total U.S. Production of ~')ry Green Peas, by State t 1967-78 
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Figure 4 
Total U.S. Production of Dry Yellow Peas, by State, 1967-78 
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Figure 5 
iotal U.S. Production of L-antUs, by State, i967-78 
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Great Northern Beaus 

Great' northerns are produced ~n five States and are the third most important dry 
~eans in production volume, following navies and pintos. The average yearly U.S. 
production is in excess of 1.6 million cwt. Nebraska leads in production with a 70
percent share of the U.S. total. Idaho produces an additional 25 percent of the total 
and the remaining 5 percent is represented by production from Wyoming, Montana, and 
North Dakota. U.S. great northern production increased in Idaho but decreased in 
Wyoming and Montana (fig. 6). 

The market for great northerns is both domestic and export. The domestic market 
has been the larger of the two, although exports have been trending upward over time, 
accounting for 56 percent of the total market in 1978. 

The domestic demand for great northerns has been stable with no increase in per 
capita consumption. Great northerns are mainly sold at the retail level in dry form, 
although canned great northerns are available. 

The export market has been a growing outlet for U.S. great northern production. 
The quantity exported has increased at an average of 47,000 cwt. annually. Algeria 
and France are traditionally major purchasers. Prior to 1960, Cuba was the dominant 
U.S. export market for great northerns (appendix tables 18, 19, and 20). 

Red Kidney Beans 

There are two types of red kidney beans produced in the United States: dark red 
and light red. The average annual production of all red kidneys has been 1.3 million 
cwt. California is the leading producer, predominantly of light reds, with a 39
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Figure 6 
Total U.S. Productlo~1 of Great Northern Beans, by State, 1967-78 
1,000 cwt. 
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percent share, or average production of 504,000 cwt. (fig. 7). New York produces 29 
percent (383,000 cwt.), Michigan 24 percent (314,000 cwt.), and Idaho the remaining 8 
percent (50,000 cwt.). 

California has been increasing production by 53,800 cwt. a year and Idaho by 7,000 
cwt. Production in New York, on the other hand, has declined steadily at 33,000 cwt. 
a year. 

The markets for the two types of red kidney~ are markedly different (appendix 
tables 21, 22, and 23). The light red kidney enjoys both a domestic and export 
market. Domestically, they are used about equally for packaging and canning, 
especially with meat products such as chili. For exports, they go mos,t1y to the Latin 
American and Carribean market. The dark red kidney is used solely for canning 
purposes domestically and is normally packed in its natural ju~ces. The dark red 
kidney is also p.xported primarily to Europe to be used in canning. In dry form, dark 
reds' give the impression of being an old light red k:1 dney and are thus not acceptable 
to many in the export market. Exports of all red kidney beans average 163,000 cwt. a 
year with no apparent increasing or decreasing trend. 

Pink Beans 

The average U.S. production of the pink bean has been 759,000 cwt. annually and is 
i.ncreasing by 34,000 cwt. a year (appendix tables 24 and 25). Califolrnia' s production 
averages over 150,000 cwt. a year, while Washington and Nebreaka each produce about 
45,800 cwt. Nebraska's production has been declining and will likely cease within the 
next few years. Idaho produces in excess of 500,000 cwt. a year, or two-thirds of the 
total (fig. 8), and production has been growing by over 28,000 cwt. a year. 
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Total U.S. Production of Red Kidney Beans, by State, 1967 ..78 
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Figure 8 

Total U.S. Production of Pink Beans, by State, 1967-78 
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~II-~ink buns are pr_rll~·c~~~~t~~the ~o~, -i~~ke~ th=~ Puerto Rico is a 
~ good customer, as well as Hrazil on occasion. Pinks are used for both packaging and 
~ canning, especially with meat products. 

~ 
~! Small Red Beans 
~~ 
V.l About equal amounts of small red beans are produced in Washington and Idaho. U.S.t" ~~ production has been rather stable at just under 400,000 cwt. a year (fig. 9)(appendix 
;,.,!'~ 

tables 26 and 27). S~~ll reds are used for both packaging and canning, especially inY.'jy, 
chili. There is a small amount exported, primarily to Latin American countries and~j

y" Iran.
H 
jt.l 

r:1 Small Whit~ Beans 
n~ 
f~ 

11 Small white bean production averages over 360,000 cwt. a year (fig. 10). 
~ California produces the greatest share, with an average of 320,000 cwt. or 87 percent,
to:", 
b though production has been declining at an average of 21,590 cwt. a year (appendix
'" l~J table•• 28, 29, and 30). Washington, on the other hand, has been increasing small 
jl white production by about 5,000 cwt. y~3rly. Total U.S. production of small whites 
~·i 

was only 180,000 cwt. in 1978 (fig. 1ij).
fl 


Small whites are used in canning and are often substituted for navy beans, 

especially when price differentialsi provide the incentive. Because small whites are 

produced in the arid West, they have both a lower moisture content and a built-in 

transportation advantage for western canners over the Michigan-produced navy bean. 

Small whites are preferred by canners of baked beans because they stand up to the 

brick oven process and are chewier than navies. 


Small whites are also exported in small quantities, averaging 67,800 cwt. a year. 
These exports are very ez'ratic from yellr to year, as portrayed by a high coefficient 
of variation. Small whites are exporterl to Europe, Japan, and Taiwan. 

Black Beans 

The black turtle soup bean is the only black bean produced in the United States. 
U.S. average production has been only 200,000 cwt. a year, and is declining steadily 
by 17,000 cwt. a year (fig. 11) (appendix tab1en 31, 32, and 33). New York was the 
only producing area until 1973 when Michigan began production, averaging 58,000 cwt. 
annually. New York's production has been declining by 24,000 cwt. a year, producing 
only 75,000 cwt. in 1978. 

Over 90 percent of black beans are produced primarily for export. Export8 have 
been declining at the same rate as the production decline, or 17,000 ewt. a year. The 
primary markets are the Carribean area. Domestically, black beans are primarily sold 
packaged but some are canned as black bean soups. 

Pulses Produced in Only One State 

Five classes of pulses are produced in only one State in the United States 
(appendix tables 34 and 35). California is the sole State producing large lima beans, 
baby lima beans, blackeyes, and garbanzo beans (fig. 12) (appendix tables 36 and 37). 
Michigan produces the cranberry bean (fig. 13). 
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Figure 9 
Total U.S. Production of Small Red Beans, by State, 1967-78 
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Figure 10 
Total U.S. Production of Small White Beans, by State, 1987-78 
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Figure 11 


Tota. U.S Production of Black Turtle ae.nl, by State, 1987 ..78 
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Figure 12 

Dry Edible aeans Produced Only In California, by Class, 1967-78 
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Figure 13 
Dry Edible aeana Produced Only :In Michigan, by CI.,,_, 1987-78 
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Average production of the large lima bean has been about 575,000 cwt. a year, 

declining at a yearly rate of 27,800 ewt. Exports have traditionally been about l~ 
percent of the crop (59,000 cwt.) but have been declining at a rate of 11,000 cwt. a 
year. 

Baby lima bean production has been rather stable at 434,000 cwt. a year. Exports 
account for about a third of the production or 147,000 cwt., but are highly variable 
between years. 

Domestically, lima beans,. both large and baby, are sold mainly in dry form, 
although some are canned in their natural juices. Limas are exported primarily to 
Japan. y 

B1ackeye production has been rather stable with an average production of 690,000 
cwt. B1ackeyes are sold both packaged dry and canned in their own juices. Separate 
export figures for blB.ckeyes were first recorded in 1977, when over 94,000 cwt. were 
exported. 

Garbanzo production has been averaging about 80,000 cwt. a year. Because the 
United States does not produce sufficient quantities, the Nation imports garbanzos, 
mainly from Mexico. 

Cranberry bean production in Michigan averages 211,000 cwt. yearly. Production 
has been trending upward at a rate of about 18,000 cwt. a year. Cranberries are ao1d 
domestically in packaged form with some exports to Europe. 

2/ Most pulses shipped to Japan are low value sliI.its and culls, since they are 
pr~essed into pastes. Export statistics do not account for this quality difference. 
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OnGANIZATION OF PULSE MARKETING 

Urganization of the U.S. pulse marketing system has changed considerably since 
World War II. These changes were brought about to a large extent by the improved 
technologies of farminS 8 transportation. and ~Dmmunic3tio~~ and the changing demands 
of the marketplace. Some of the trends which have evolved. especially the vertical 
integration of firms' marketing functions, have important implications for the future 
organization of the pulse industry" 

The last published research on the U.S. pulse industry was 11 description of the 
marketing system in 1949. 11 Today's industry bears little resemblance to that of 30 
years ago. 

Marketing System: An Overview 

Producers delive~ their pulees to an elevator (processor) to be cleaned. 
processed. and stored (fig. 14). Except for the small amount marketed under contract. 
the producer retains title until time to sell. Processors invariably perform a 
marketing function by either purchasing on their own account (hence the term dealer). 
or acting as a broker for the producer. 

,\ 

'. The pulses can flow to any number of different types of firms from the 
dealer/processor. They may be sold to a trader. an exporter. a canner. or a packager. 

11 Marketing Dry Edible Beans and Peas. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Technical 
Bulletin No. 1944. June 1951. 

Figure 14 
',; Marketing System of Dry Pul.es 

Domestic Market Foreign Market 

Consumer Foreign 
(retail outlet) buyer 

Exporters 

--Product flow 
Producers--- Vertical linkages 
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Some packagers own elevators and also act 8S traders. ilowever~ most packagers, 
canners, traders, and exporters dep~nd on a spot ~rket for commodity supply. Traders 
are distinguished from oxporters because the former will sell in any advantageous 
market. The exporters limit their efforts strictl.Y to the export mark£lt. Most often, 
traders and exporters take title to the pu!seti and carry running or spe.culative 
inventories. Brokers are included under traders as they often take title even though 
the majority of the buainess is conducted on a brokerage basis. Traders will also, on 
occasion, act as a broker and offset sales. 

Packagers and canners now service the domestic consumer market. Traders and 
exporters are the predominant forces in the foreign market. 

Final Markets 

There are two distinct final markets 'for dry pulses produced in the United States: 
domestic and foreign. Less than 10 percent of total U.S. pulse production was 
exported in 1949, compared to over 30 percent by the late seventies. Changes in the 
relative shares of the two final markets and the dema~ds of the institutions 
representing the final markets have induced changes in the marketing system for 
pulses. 

The evolution of the retail food ini:Iustry in the United States has been toward 
large self-service grocery stores which ~re either part of a chain procuring its own 
supplies or independents relying on cooperative wholesale arrangements. The trend for 
the chains has been toward private labeling of products while independents use control 
labels. The difference between these two types of labeling is little more than a 
matter of semantics. These labeling trends do not, however, preclude placing 
competing brands on grocery shelves in order to give greater customer choice. 
Practically all pulses sold in dry form at the retail grocer level today are in 
packages of 1 and 2 pounds. In 1949, more than half of all pulses sold in dry form at 
this level were out of bulk bins or 100-pound bags. During that time. a greater 
proportion of dry peas and lentils were sold in consumer packages. During the emerging 
consumer package era, the retail/wholesale grocer had to assemble supplies from any 
number of suppliers, Supplies included both 100-pound bags and consumer packed 
pulses. A good portion of the packaging was done at the elevator level, thus 
requiring the grocer to assemble the numerous classes from different sources. In some 
instances~ the wholesale grocers packaged pulses themselves. 

Today. the retail/wholesale grocer demands a full line of consumer packaged 
pulses. This is true for both private and control labeling and the packagers' own 
brand, since it is too inefficient for grocers to purchase piecemeal. Only in rare 
instances do wholesalers package themselves. 

Even though more pulses are sold in dry form, canned pulses are certainly an 
important market segment. The canned products have traditionally included beans in 
tomato sauce (navies), and beans packed in their own juices. In the past 10 years or 
80, canned beans with meat sauces (such as chili) have grown in popUlarity. Many 
canners supply the retail/wholesale grocer a full line of canned products. However, 
canned pulses make up only a small portion of a canner's product line. In 1949, 
canned pulses accounted for less than a fourth of canners' business volume. The share 
of pulses used in canning has not increased in the past 30 years. 

Per capita consumption of pulses in the United States has been rather stable at 
about 7 pounds a year during the past 30 years. Increased pulse consumption in the 
domesti~ market appears largely dependent on popUlation growth; l~ith the U.S. birth 
rate near zero, the population growth, though less than 1 percent per year through 
2000, will come from net immigration. However. a large share of legal immigrants 
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are lower income and will con.ume more pul.e. than .verage, a8 will low-income 
illelal aUen. who do not .how up in official numberEt. It does not appear. however, 
that the dome.tic market for pubes will expand appreciably in thl<! near future. 

The market for pul.e. ha. grown in the foreign or export aector. The quantity of 
pul.e. exported haa increa.~d by nearly 300 percent from 1949. What ha. evolved from 
thi. ar~wth are new ~rket participants and exi.ting one. expanding their market 
horf.ona. ~o type. of fi~.--trader. and exporter.--operat~ in the foreiln mArket•• 
Exporter., by definition. are concerned entirely with the forei8n market and funnel 
their I'e.ource. in that direction. Traders deal in opportune marketa even though the 
majority of their budn.as may be in exports. 

Both type. of firm. perform .imilar export functions. Ma~ket information and 
contact i. maintained via agents and in some instance. is supplemented by foreign 
.ale. offiee.. The .pectrum of the pulse classes offered ranges from a full line of 
pul.e. to o~~y one or two classes. The trader/exporter normally operates in a 
.~~!fic geoar.phic are. and thus .pecializes in a certain pul.e cl.... Not all 
trader. deal in the foreign market. as they have neither the capital nor the experti.e 
to a••imilate market info~tion and prepare the documents unique to international 
tran.action•• 

Dealer/Pl'ocessor 

The dealer/proce.sor is the first level in the flow of pulses through the 
marketing .y.tem. A. previously mentioned. processing and marketing are performed at 
this level. Hore proprietary firms and cooperatives operate at this level than at auy 
other within the system. 

The actual proce••ing of pulses includes whatever it take. to prepare field-run 
pul.e. for market. Cleaning is an essential stage in all producing area. and i. 
normally accompanied by picking and destoning. In some area., notably Michiaan, New 
York, and the Red River Valley, the pulses must be dried. Usually, dry peas which 
enter the mar~et. a. splits are mechanically split. Storage is invariably done at 
thb level. Pt,llae. may enter the markel: in laO-pound bags or bulk. depending on the 
facilitie. of the elevator and those of the buyer. Tariffs normally ave publicly 
po.ted for dealer services~ although in some areas posting of charge. ia incomplete. 

Numerous practices are used by the processor to en.ure a f~ll supply of pulses. 
The most prevalent tactics are seed sales and field service. Although there is no 
explicit contract that producers will deliver their pulses to the elevators who .old 
them .eed, it i. a matter of custom and thus an implied agreement. The notable 
exception. are formal crop contracts in peas and lentils, and the allowance for 
payment for .eed at the time the producees .ell their crop. 

When an area experiences a short supply or has an excess processing capacity, a 
"tare war ll normally 6rupts. Tare is the dockage for foreign matter and/or imperfect 
pul.e. which lower. the yield of field-run pulses to market quality. Elevator. with 
hllh tare. will likely lose supply to their competition; hence the term tare war. 
Neaative tare. a180 exi.t. Such practices imply that no formal standard for 
detera1n1na the actual tare of field-run pulses exists. 

The arketing function performed by the dealera is the transaction through which 
erower••ell their pulses. The dealer will either purchase fOl his own account or act 
a. a broker, off.etting sales. Normal practice is for the grower price to be po.ted 
.~ the elevator and be con.istent among an area's elevators. Depending on the 
producina ar.. , thb price may reflect deducti,ons for pl'ocessing costs (n~" price) t or 
not (Ira•• price). Certain marketing problems also exist at this level for the 
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grower. These problems stem from a 5eneral lack of market information and market 
access. 

The u.s. Department of Agriculture through ita Agricultural Marketing Service 
publilh~s wee~ly grawer and FOB dealer prices for the various classes of pulses in the 
major production areas. This information is not, however, timely enough for a grower 
to have current information about market conditions. Tne only current market 
information is that transmitted via the area's grower price. A saying in the trade is 
that the best way to get the grower to Bell :i.s to lower the offer price. To know what 
the mAr~et is doing requir~s continual contact with market participants beyond the 
dealer/processor level. Market access has been a growing concern in some ar2as. Once 
a grower's pulses are delivelCed to the elevator, it is all but impossible to sell them 
to or through anyone el&e. 4/ The disincentives are either extremely high processing 
charges in areas where tariffs are not poated or inability to process the grower's 
pulses on a timely basis. Because of this restriction on physical flow, the dealers 
are able to effectively go "off the market" at times and still retain the growers' 
pulses for later transactions. From the standpoint of the market beyond this first 
dealer level, there is always a price (market) for pulses. 

Dealer/processors buy pulses for their own account and normally carry inventories. 
It is becauae dealers will sell their inventories for gain first in rising markets or 
protect their position in falling markets that they go off the local Iharket. There 
have even been instances when all of an area's dealers went off the market 
simultaneously. 

Cooperatives operllte in nearly all pulse producing areas and act pr,'imarily as a 
dealer/processor, although their share of an area's market is quite val:ied. 
Cooperatives in Michigan handle a third of that market and the Southwe,st Colorado 
cooperatives a 60-percent share of the pintos produced there. Cooperatives in 
California have in excess of 50 percent of the large and baby limas, olver 40 percent 
of the garbanzos, and about a fourth of the b1ackeyes. In contrast, Nebraska has no 
cooperatives of any significance, Northeast Colorado cooperatives havle less than 15 
percent of the pintos, and Idaho cooperativea have an 18-percent share of great 
northerns, 12 percent in \loth pintos and pinks, 9 percent in 8tIIall rt'~ds. and almost 
none in kidneys. Except for the California Bean Growers Association" all the 
cooperatives own their own elevators and thus directly compete with the a\:'ea's 
proprietary dealer/processors. 

Intermediate Markets 

It is a misnomer to speak of an intermediate market for pulses. There are no 
physical markets in which transactions take place nor any organized futures markets. 
Between the elevators and the procurers for the final markets are numerous paths which 
the pulses can take. What makes this level in the marketing system a market is the 
interdependence of the participants. 

Official USDA grades for each class of pulse produced domesticslly are used by the 
industry aa much as pos~lble. However, due to the variable quality of pulses between 
years and rigidity of the official grades, it is often necessary to use unofficial 
industry grades. Due to weather conditiono, pulses may not officially grade Ut' to 
USDA standard but are the best produced in that season and are still of good cooking 
quality. The official USDA grades ~re not flexible enough for this reason. 

4/ The exception would be California Where ~larehousing practices of identity 
pr••erveu allow. for free movement of growers I pul.p-es. 
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Since standa~dized grades--both official USDA and unofficial industries--are used, 
physical inspectil'\ is not requiz'ed for a transaction to take place. Sale of a 
substandard pulse 8S a higher grade is unusual. The industry is very efficient in 
policing such breaches of confidence via tacit market ostracism. 

The mode of ~omm'.mication for market info~tlon and transactions is the telephone 
and telex. This aHows a firm on the East Coast, for example, to buy in the Pacific 
Northwest for a European custome~. Shopping around is a continual process. 

Terms of tra~e are quite varied. Quantity, date of delivery, and payment term~ 
vary from one transaction to the next. Quantity can range from a hundred to several 
thQusand cwt •• either in bags or rail hopper cars. Date of delivery can be immediate, 
any number of days in the future, or indefinite where the purchaser take~ title via a 
negotiable warehouse recei?t and l~aves the pulses in storage. Pa~~ent termB also 
vary, dependJ~g on the situation and credit con;~iderations. 

The exporters and canners procure th~i~ pulse supplies in a similar fashion; they 
are not vertically integrated in the marketing syst~ and depend on a competitive spot 
r~rket for supplies. These firms are also the major issuers of whatever marketing 

I.· 	 contracts are available. They purchase for their own account and do not attempt 
r 	 further trade in the intermediate market. '. 
t 
e 
). 

, Canners are mo3t important in navy beans. Ninety perce~t of the n~vies destined 
for the domeotic market are taken by canners, yet in other classes of pulses they are 
a relatively m:blo,t' outlet. 

1: 	 Packagers putl':hase the most pulses in the domestic market. There are two types of 
packagers--those "hose sales are primarily pulses and those who have d1.versified into 
other products. h~ the first category are firms selling dry pulses and perhaps sugar, 
rice, or some other. similar commodity. The great majority of theae firms market on a " I' 

t 
~ ; 	

regional basis. nley provide private labeling as well as their own brands. 
, 

The second category of packagers are those who are diversified. Besides selling 
dry pluses, rice, and sugar, they also sell spice~, ~luminum foil, plastic bag 
products, charcoal and charef.lal lighter, and paper produ~ts, thus market1ng a broader 
product mix. Alao, diversification in at lEast one instance is derived :Erom a 
packager being a subsidiary of a large nonagricultt~re public corporation. Fo~ the 
most part, these firms do private labeling, but also carry their own bralld. 

Packagers evolved out of the post World War II era from firms who we:re 
agricultural commodity suppliers to wholesale grocers, elevators and dealers who 
extended into packaging, and wholesale g;.:'ocers who packaged fo·r themselves. The 
great majority of the packagers are regional, with only three truly national 
packagers. The national packagers, who are diversified, have a disproportionately 
large share of the market. 

,., National packagers have moved toward vertical integration. They own elevators in 
a Dumber of pulse-producing aress and thus procure at least a portion of their 
supplies from the producers. Their vertical linkages also allow them to act aa 
traderEl. They sell in the intermediate spot market and alao directly into the fe.reign 
market. The growth of these national, vertically integrated packagers comes from the 
effective internalization of pricing points between the packager-trader
dealer/processor-producer levels and from diversification, which gives these pacl~a8ers 
a competitive edge in servicing the final markets. 

Traders, as used here, take on many forms and perform many functions. Trade~. may 
own elevators in various pulse producing areas, procure for their own account and sell 
in any opportune market, or perform a brokerage function. Traders who own numeroua 
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Rlevators (q~a8i-dealers) procure numerous pulse classes but tend to operate almost 
entirely within the domestic market. The true traders, who sell in any opportune 
ma'rket, sell all the various classes of pulses and have a large share of the export 
business. Brokers act to offset sales. 

!1!!,.ket Risks 

There are inherent risks at all levels of the marketing system for pulses. Taking 
an inv~ntory position implies risking a price decline. Packagers, canners, tradecB, 
exporters, dealers, and growers are all faced with such risks. However, there are 
differ~~t degrees of risk associated with the various market levels. 

Canners~ risks are probably the lowest of all. First, canned pulses comprise a 
small portion of their business. The value of the pulses in the canned product is 
relatively low with respect to the total value of the canned product. It is not 
likely that canners ~ould get into heavily exposed positions in terms of pulses. 

Packagers' risk is diminished by a diversified, full line of pulse products, and 
for some, other typer of diversification. It is unlikely that a packager's positions 
in the various classes will all go against him at one time. Also in the short run, • 
some of the losses c~n be passed on to the consumer due to the rather rigid shortrun 
packager-grocer slupply arrangements. Pulses are a rather minor item in most food 
purchases; thus it would take a substantial price increase in pulses to cover the cost 
of searching for lower prices. Obviously, those packagers who are diversified into 
other areas have li low.ar total firm risk. 

Exporte!:, trader, and dealer/processor risks are greater than those of canners or 
packagers. The glt'eatest risk lies in prices going against one's position" Exporters 
and traders, tend to deal in a number of different pulse classes which does negate some 
risk. The dealers, however, normally take positions in the limited number of classes 
produced in their area. Dealers also face the risks of low production years in which 
their plants operate at less than capacity. Brokers without positions have the lowest 
risks. Exporters and traders who export assume the additional risks inherent to 
international transactions. To all these .c,ntermediaries, timely market infortlV1tion 
carries a premium as it lowers the firm's risk; one can get in or out of a position 
before the information is indus~rywide. 

Production risks stem from unavoidable natural phenomena such as weather, disease, 
and insects. Certainly Some of these risks have been lowered by improved cultural 
practices and technology. Growers are also able to minimize some of the production 
risks by producing more than one crop. 

Marketing risks are the most pervasive for growers, based on their often stubborn 
insisten~e as to the best time to sell. Except in California and the pea and lentil 
area, ~ooperatives act only as buy-sell organizations similar to the 
dealer/processors. Growers do not have sufficient market information to lower the 
risks of marketing because they are not privy to complete market information. There 
is not enough information in week old market quotes or current local offer prices to 
continually make sound ma.rketing decisions. 

Industry Trends 

The size of the average pulse farm and firm, and the degree, of industry 
specialization have increased during the past 30 years. The number of pulse growers 
has declined concurrently with the number of market alternatives. At the packaging 
level, the number of firms has declined and concentration has increased. The growth 
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in farm/firm size and increased firm cor.cen~ration can be associated to a large extent 
with techni'l'il change. There are marketing economies to larger firms in transporta
tion, market. information, and merchandising. 

As in I;\()st other agricultural industries, the number of firm'~ formerly nr.;t 
involved in the pulse industry has increased. Conglomerate investm~nt h~s been 
significant at the distribution level but as of yet does not ·(lredominat.e. Product 
differentia,cion in the domestic final market has changed. PUllll'lS are sold as 
undifferen dated commoditiE~s up through the intermediate levels. At the packaging and 
canni1.\g lrNel, however, there has been an increase in product d:1.fferentiation. 
Certainl~· the development of branded pulses requires closer coordinatio~ among the 
various levels of the pulse marketing system than do nonbranded pulses. 

vertical integration within the pulse marketing system is a rather new and growing 
phenomenon. It is both forward (dealers/processors becoming packagers) and backward 
(packagers procuring directly from the growers). Some of these vertically integrated 
firms also act as traders selling in the intermediate and foreign markets. Their 
ability to internalize pricing points gives them a longrun competitive edge over 
others in the market. 

As the retail grocery trade becomes more 'concentrated, it allows these vertically 
integrated, national packagers an edge over the smaller regional packagers. It also 
means that they do not have to depend entirely on spot market transactions for pulse 
supplies, which translates into a competitivf~ advanta.~e. 

The influence of vertically integrated firms in the intermediate market is 
expected to expand. These firms' ability to p~ocure at least a portion of their 
supplies directly from the producers dries up a portion of the packager-intermediaries 
spot market. Exporters and traders who export depend on the spot market for their 
supplies, but because the vertically integrated firm can bypass this spot market, they 
have the competitive edge of going directly to the foreign buyer. 

If these trends persist, the organization of the pulse marketing system will be 
strikingly different in the future. An industry where there are very few or no spot 
markets between the growers and the firms selling into the final markets is possibl~. 

In the interim, domestic packaging is expected to become more concentrated. MOre 
firms will vertically integrate back to the grower level, and these firms will bec.ome 
more active in direct exports. Thus, a few firms will be linked from the domestic 
packaged market and foreign market back to the grower, that is, packagers/exporters. 

The pressure on the intermediate firms by the packagers/exporters will require 
them to move backward to capture supply at the grower level. This will ac~entuate the 
demise of the spot markets. From thb, the remaining dealer/processors will find 
their market positions eroding. 

The canners are not expected to integrate backward, mostly because pulses comprise 
only a small fraction of their businElss. Thus, those areas which cater to this 
industry, notably Nichigan. should nf;lt witness great pressures from the vertically 
integrated firms. Thif, spot market should remain the same as long as the canning 
industry does not becowe appreciably MOre concentrated. 

In summary, the future profile of the pulse marketing system should have a smaller 
number of market participants. Fil."IllS will be integrated from the grower to the 
domestic package market and forei~n markets (the packager/exporter). Fewer 
intermediate firms will be integra.ted back to the grower level and operate primarily 
in the foreign markets. The spot markets for most pulses will be very thin (that is, 
fewer transactions). The notable exception to the changes is the canners and the 
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specialized areas they service. In markets where vertical integration is predominant 
there is increasing price volatility and greater potential for price distortion or 
manipulation in the residual spot market. Pulse producers will find their market 
positions eroded by limited market access. Price and market information will be 
distorted and thus unreliable for sound production and marketing decisions. The 
producers can only lose in an environment of less competition. 

POTENTIAL ROLE OF COOPERATIVES 

Cooperatives are active as dealer/processors in nearly all pulse-producing areas. 
Their share of marketing activity at the. handler level varies from near zero to over 
50 percent, depending on the pulse class and area. 

In 1975-76, 47 cooperatives acted as first handlers of pulses, with sales of 
$78,825,110. Forty-four of these were local cooperative elevators, two of which were 
centralized with several elevators and one which was centralized with no elevator 
facilities (table 3). Only 3 of these cooperatives solely marketed pulses, with 41 
marketing grain and 3 marketing fruits and vegetables. Cooperatives marketing grain 
derived only 20 percent of their sales from pulses, while those marketing fruits and 
vegetables derived 48 percent. 

Two of the centralized cooperatives acted as dealers in marketing their producers' 
pulses. TIlere were also four federated marketing agencies in common who acted to 
market for local cooperatives. 5/ The combined sales volume derived from pulses for 
these cooperatives was $73,947,851. Adjusting these figures for intercooperative 
transfers, this sales volume translates into a 71-percent share of the first handler 
cooperatives volume. Thus, over two-thirds of cooperative-originated pulses were 
marketed by six cooperatives. 

A common practice among C( Jperatives is for growers to retain title to their 
pulses until they decide to sell. The cooperative provides the processing service and 
finds a market for the grower's crop either directly or often through a marketing 
agent. Most cooperatives are not allowed to take long or short positions; thus, they 
are constrained to act as brokers on the majority of their transactions. Growers' 
pulses are market pooled in California and the Northwest pcla and lentil area, but 
otherwise this is not a normal practice. Another possibility is marketing agreements 
between cooperatives and their growers which require growers to sell at least a 
proportion of their crop within specified time spans. 

If the pulse cooperatives continue with their current organization and marketing 
arrangements, they will likely see their market positions eroded. The pulse industry 
is changing. Cooperatives have to be aware of the industry trends. Too often, 
cooperatives do not accura~ 'ly perceive their real competitors; many identify only the 
obvious competition at the local level. However, the real competition are the firms 
who lead the industry and force change at advanced levels of the marketing system. 

Cooperatives will need to organize along lines which will allow them to 
countervail the trend in market power. This does not necessarily mean that 
cooperatives have to be blueprint copies of the packager/exporter for success. Strong 
cooperative organizations can actually negate the vertical integration force by 
allowing open spot markets to persist. It may be, however, that cooperatives will 
have to integrate along the lines of the packager/exporter and compete with them in 
final markets if they are to be most effective in the marketplace. 

5/ A marketing agency in common is a federation of local cooperatives which join 
together to market their Julses. 
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There are several steps in the process for cooperatives to countervail the changes 
in market power in the pulse industry. Each succe~ing step should allow the 
cooperatives a stronger position in the marketplace. These steps are strengthening of 
present structure, increased use of pooling, merging of cooperatives into a federated 
marketing agency in common, and full integration into a federated or centralized 
packager/canner/exporter. 

Strengthening of Present Structure 

An obvious alternative for pulse marketing cooperatives is for them to maintain 
and strengthen their prlsent structure. This cooperative structure has provided a 
useful service to the marketplace and to pulse producers. The very existence of 
cooperatives implies that they are performing useful functions in the marketplace. 
That is, cooperatives would not necessarily exist if the proprietary firms were truly 
competitive. If this were the case, then one would expect that in areas where 
cooperatives have a substantial piece of the area's pulse supply, the area's dealers 
would be more competitive for the producers' pulses than in areas where there is 
little or no cooperative activity. 

Dealer/processors perform the two functions of processing and marketing. The 
dealer's costs of handling, processing, and storing are rather fixed over time. TI1ese 
costs may increase along with the rate of inflation, but due to large initial capital 
outlay and its rather fixed payback, the increase would be no greater than inflation. 
Likewise, the marketing function's costs depend on what it Custs to sell the pulses, 
higher in low production years and lower in high production years. Both processing 
and mark~ting costs would include a normal rate of return on the owner's equity. 

A measure of market efficiency would consider how closely the grower price moved 
with the FOB dealer price. Consider the following relationship between the growers' 
and FOB dealer prices. 

1) Grower price = (beta x FOB dealer) - Costs 

The costs are actual costs incurred by the dealer in performing the processing and 
marketing functions. Costs would be zero in areas where growers receive a gross 
price. Beta is interpreted as the change in grower price with a $1 per cwt. change in 
FOB dealer price. Irrespective of whether the growers' price reflects processing and 
marketing costs or not, the fewer the market imperfections, the closer the value of 
beta is to one, a one-to-one relationship. 

In order to examine the hypothesis that cooperatives diminish an area's market 
imperfections and thus improve the competitive environment, two pieces of information 
are correlated, beta and cooperative's market share (table 4). USDA's Bean Market 
News weekly quotations for grower and FOB dealer prices for the 1976-77 and 1977-78 
cr;p years were used to estimate the betas. The betas estimated were for Nebraska 
pj.ntos and great northerns; Northeast Colorado pintos; Idaho pintos; great northerns, 
small reds, and pinks; and California large limas, baby limaS, blackeyes, red kidneys, 
and pinks. Data used to estimate market shares for the two, four, and six largest 
proprietary dealers/processors and cooperatives were obtained from each respective 
State's crop and livestock reporting service. 

The high correlation between the cooperatives' market share and the beta means 
that as that share increases, so. does the beta, and the greater the market share of 
the two, four, and six largest proprietary f~rms, the lower the beta. Also, the 
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Table 3--Volume of pulses and other agricultural products handled by IQcal and 
I centralized first handler cooperatives, 1915~16 
t 
i 

Product 
Number of 

cooperatives 
handling rufses 

Volume 

Other 
Percentage of 

~ alLpulses 

1,000 dollars 

Fruits and 
vegetables 3 1,775 1,936 48 

Grain 41 54,326 212,961 20 
Pulses 3 22,724 o 100 

Total 47 78,825 214,897 27 

Source: S~atistics of Farmer Cooperat~I~S 1975-76, Farmer Cooperative Research Rpt.
No.3, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Ma~ch 1979. 

Table 4--Correlation coefficients, market shares, and price movements 1./ 

Proprietary firmsCooperative 

Item Beta market 


Two Four Sixshare largest largest largest 

Beta 1.000 0.653 -0.347 -0.391 -0.39 

Cooperat ive market: 
share 1.000 -.684 -.724 -.759 

Proprietary 
firms: 

l'wo largest 1.000 .942 .927 

Four largest 1.000 .986 

Six largest 1.000 

11 All correlation coefficients are significant at the 10-percent level. , 
i 
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greater the cooperative market share, the lower the larger proprietary firms' market 
share. TIle following equation was estimated from this data: §.! 

Beta - .824 + .003 x (cooperative marke~ share) 
(.0006) R - .43 

Although the variation in cooperative market share among classes and areas only 
explains 43 percent of the variation in the betas, the coefficient .003 is highly 
si801£icant. 

This analysis suggests that as the cooperatives' market presence strengthens in an 
area at the expense of large proprietary firms., all producers receive, on average, a 
better price for their pulses. In pulse-producing areas where cooperatives are not 
operational, producers can expect to receive as little as 82 cents a cwt. per dollar 
increase in the FOB dealer price. On the other hand, a cooperative market share of 50 
percent appears to be sufficient to allow the producers to receive the full dollar 
increase in the FOB dealer price, a one-to-one relationship. Certainly a first step 
for cooperatives to obtain equality in the marketplace is to strengthen their present 
position. The most gain to be made is in those pulse-producing areas where there· is 
little or no cooperative activity, such as northeastern Colorado and western Nebraska. 

Pooling 

Existing cooperatives must adopt an alternative marketing strategy to strengthen 
their marketing positions. Growers' pulses can best be marketed through a cooperative 
pooling arrangement which allows for both a reduction in marketing risks and 
potentially higher prices for the grower. The cooperative takes on the risks 
associated with the dealer level. As pointed out earlier, this risk is less than the 
sum of the individual risk of the grower members and relatively less than anyone 
grower's. This risk reduction is the result of information flow to which growers do 
not have access. The cooperative acts as a dealer in the intermediate market. 
Because of the continual contact with the market, this allows more complete and timely 
market information. The result is a basis for more solid marketing decisions. 

Returns to the growers are expected to increase in a pooling marketing system due 
to improved market information. Having a source of supply, or an inventory or long 
cash position, gives marketers the ability to take advantage of any new opportunity 
that arises. Similarly, there are no pressures to make unsound sales because growers 
wish to liquidate their positions. 

The cash flow to the growers under a pooling arrangement can be flexible. Growers 
can obtain a partial payment for their pulses upon delivery which is based on a 
percentage of the going market price. The grower can also expect to receive progress 
payments as the pool is liquidated. Final payments are made when the pool is closed 
out. 

Pooling as a way of doing business has been successful in the few pulse 
cooperatives which have tried it, The extensive use of cooperative pooling in rice, 
cotton, and processed fruits and vegetables is testimony of its acceptance and success 
as a sound marketing practice. 

Pooling of growers' pulses is an important step for coo,peratives in shoring up 
their present marketing position. 

~ The value in parentheses is the coefficient's standard error. 
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Merged Marketing Asency in Common• 
Seven pulse cooperatives can be classified as marketing agencies in common: 

Agway, California Bean Growers, Colorado Potato Growers, Inland Empire Seed, Michigan 
Elevator Exchange, Outwest Bean, and Valley Marketing. California Bean Growers and 
Inland Empire Seed are the only cooperatives operating marketing pools. This form of 
cooperative marketing allows a number of elevators to join together as a larger and 
stronger presence in the marketplace. Economies of size in marketing are also 
attained. 

If trends in the pulse industry persist, it will be advantageous for pulse 
marketing cooperatives to merge into one strong f:edetated marketing organization. A 
single organization acting as a trader for the numerous cooperatives is possible. 
This implies that the organization can market a complete line of pulses, just like 
their competitors. 

The edvantage of this federated form of cooperative activity is that it allows 
cooperatives to gain market power and countervail the power of the few vertically 
integrated propr1ef:ary firms. Acting as a trader of a full line of pulses means that 
new marketing outlets are more accessible to the cooperatives and longer term 
marketing strategies can be developed. This organization would sell in the export 
market and to packagers and canners and thus allow the intermediate spot markets to 
persist. 

Packager/Canner/Exporter 

If the cooperative marketing of pulses is to completely count~rvail the integrated 
packager/exporter, their organization and marketing practices will have to be along 
the lines of these competitors. 

Certainly the most difficult market to enter in. the future will be the domestic 
market, in both the packaging and canning segments. No cooperatives presently package 
a full line of pulses for the domestic consumer market. An attempt to.rganize a 
federated packaging cooperative in the fifties failed due to the cooper~tive's 
inability to merchandise. However, California Bean Growers package limas and 
blackeyes under their own label and have a strong brand franchise on the east coast. 
This points to a cooperative's ability ~o market branded pulses if given appropriate 
resources and member support. 

Although it does not appear that canners will integrate back to the grower level, 
cooperatives have the potential of moving into this market segment. An existing fruit 
and vegetable processing cooperative which already cans some pulse items and has a 
brand franchise for its label could easily increase cooperatives' share in this market 
segment. Tri-Valley Gro'tif'ers, through its acquired S&W brand label and private 
labeling contacts, is au example of such a cooperative fruit and vegetable processor. 

In order to effectively export pulses, an effort within the abilities of a 
cooperative, the organization must develop and acquire the special expertise required 
to function in this arena. Agents, overseas sales offices, and the like will have to 
be established. Cooperatives m~st also develop the means of acquiring sound and 
timely market intelligence and the ability to prepare and understand international 
transaction documents ancl the chartering of transportation. 
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Other Alternatives 

Cooperative" have tt.>'O other alternatives: bargaining and alignment with grain 
marketing cooperat~\ves. 

Bargaining is the process in which a single entity represents a number of market 
participants and negotiates the terms of trade with buyers. Because of the nature of 
pulse marketing, it would be extremely difficult to make such longrun arrangements. 
On the other hand, bargaining could succeed if the single marketing entity acts as a 
trader. The pitfall is that unless the bargaining association has its own processing 
facilities or is aligned with cooperative elevators, it will be constrained by 
inflexibility and delays in shipping pulses. What emerges from such an arrangement is 
a marketing agency in common. 

The combined trading of grains and pulses by cooperatives appears to have good 
potential. As previously stated, 41 of th~ 47 first handler cooperatives of pulses 
also sold grain in 1975-76. Pulses represeuted only 20 percent of these cooperatives' 
marketings. 

Pulses are predominantly grown in rotl:ltion with other crops, especially grains. 
In the Pacific Northwest, dry peas and lentils are cultivated in rotation with wheat. 
In Michigan, corn and soybeans rotate with pulses. Cooperatives have been able to 
handle both pulses and grains due to the similarity in processing and storage 
requirements of the crops. Pulses can be handled using nearly all the same equipment 
as grains. 

The main advantage to parallel development in cooperative marketing activity is 
the gain to be made through reduced cost of international transactions. The use of 
the same foreign sales offices, personnel, and agents for both grains &m! pulees is 
compatible. Market information and intelligence could be obtained more efficiently. 
The major obstacle to such an arrangement is that once the pulses and grains leave the 
first handlers, they travel completely different paths. Feed grains are used by those 
who feed livestock and poultry, whedt goes mainly to mtllers of flour, and soybeans 
are used by crushers who sell meal for protein additives in feed and oil to be used by 
food manufactures in the production of vegetable oil and u~rgarine. 

Another disadvantage is the relatively low volume of pulses marketed in relation 
to grains. This also causes a problem with handling and transportation (such as ship 
chartering) because of the small quantities transacted per sale. Also, it would seem 
that the large multinational grain traders would be predominant in pulse trading if it 
were a viable alternative. These traders are not, however, involved in pi't!ses. 

, 
I 
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Appendix table 1--Major pu1.e producing State., farm number, acrease, and averale. 
acre. per tarm, 1964 and 1974 

Farm. Acreage Average farm .ize 
State 

1964 1974 1964 1974 1964 1974 

Number --  1,000 acre. --- M:!:!! 
Mich~gan 12,931 6,909 591 473 46 69 
Idaho 4,044 3,489 2.56 317 63 91 
California 1,340 1,416 174 192 90 136 
Wa lihina ton 1,651 1,585 176 245 107 155 
Colorado 2,318 1,588 167 175 72 110 

Nebr..tca :1,515 1,344 63 100 42 74 
New York 2,736 790 92 40 34 51 
Wyominl 
Montana 

910 
338 

431 
166 

46 
12 

23 
9 

51 
36 

53 
54 

North Dakota 606 993 30 104 50 105 

Kan... 91 84 6 8 66 95 
Orelon 107 0 11 0 103 0 
Minna.ota 337 931 16 58 48 62 
New Mexico 110 0 4 0 36 0 
Utah 44 80 10 16 227 200 

Total 29,678 20,013 1,654 1,769 56 88 

Appendix table 2--Dry field and .ead bean. barve.ted for bean., 

Centu. of Alricu1ture year., 1939-74 


Avera••Year Farm. Acreage Production Yield aereas· 

Numb.r 1,000 1.000 ewt. Lb'lacre 

1939 100,949 1,586 14,200 895 16 
1944 76,5.51 1,899 1.5,64.5 824 2.5 
1949 67,475 1,780 19,223 1,080 26 
1954 45,732 1,455 17,125 1,177 32 

1959 34,628 1,414 19,087 1,3.50 41 
1964 27,131 1,338 17,651 1,319 49 
1969 18,787 1,300 17,131 1,318 69 
1974 18,063 1,351 18,316 1,356 75 
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Appendix table 3--Navy bean production and aport., _.n, variability, 
and trend, 1967-78 

Oriain Mean 	 Standal'd Coefficient of 
deviation variation 'trend 11 

1,000 cvt. 

Production: 

United State. 5,498 
 915 0.17 	 NAMich1aan 	 5,319 885 	 .17 NA!tinne.ota 	 195 138 	 .71 NANurth Dakota !I 118 94 	 .80 53.7 

Exporta: 

United Stat.. 1,270 
 421 	 .33 NA 

NA • not applicable. 

1/ Produetion fro. 1974. 

~ All &pplicabla trend. are .ianificant at a 95-percent confidence level. 


Appendix table 4--Total U.S. production of navy (pea) b ..na, by State, 1967-78 

Year Michilan Minneeota ·· North Dakota Total·· 
1,000 cvt. 

1967 4,801 0 	 0 4,8011esa 5,589 0 	 0 5,5891969 7,169 0 	 0 7,1691970 5,180 	 0 0 5,180 

1971 5,034 	 4 0 5,0371972 6,190 1S0 	 0 6,3401973 	 4,500 242 0 4,7421974 6,246 417 	 46 6,709 

1975 3,987 	 92 61 4,1401976 	 4,665 118 63 4,8461977, 	 4,884 175H 	 150 5,2091978 	 5,581 360 270 6,211 
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Appendix Cabla 5--Total U.S. production and exporta of navy b ..na, 1967-17 
• 

tar Produc t lon IIcporu Share 

1.000 evt. Parcent 

1967 4,801 762 16 
1968 5,589 1,156 21 
1969 7,169 1,828 26 
1970 5,180 1,536 30 
1971 5,037 961 19 
1972 6,340 1,849 29 

1973 4,142 1,069 23 
1974 6,709 1,518 25 
1975 4,140 831 20 
1976 4,846 788 16 
1917 5,209 1,673 32 

Appendix table 6--'uto b..n produetlon end exporta, ...n, variability, 
and trend, 1967-78 

Standard Coafficiant ofOrtain H..n Trend 11daviaticn variation 

1.000 cvt. 

Production: 
Unita4 Stata. 5,067 664 0.13 94.4 
Colorado 1,714 229 .13 -49.6 
Uaho 940 171 .18 28.4 
Horth Dakota 617 349 .52 84.0 

Nabra." 554 133 .24 28.9 
Wyuina 390 67 .17 -11.4 
KiDneeota 180 89 .49 20.3 
Va.hin,ton 132 82 .62 13.5 

ran... 146 37 .26 NA 
Montana 144 27 .19 NA 
Kichipn 123 47 .39 NA 
Utah 57 24 .42 -4.7 

.porta: 
Unita4 State. SU 363 .7 61.0 

j 

-J 

Xl • not applica~le.

!I All applic~bla trend. are .ilnifieant at a 95-pereent confidance level. 
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~ Appendix tabl. 7--Total U.S. production of pinto b..n., by ltat., 1967-7' 

H :North 	 OtherY..r Colorado Idaho 	 : ..abra.ka : VJoa1a& : TotalDakota,II 	 .. !I 
1~ 
n 	 !a.9"0 cvt.r,1 
~l 
(; 1967 1,834 170 204 298 471 486 4 t n63 
\l 1968 2,041 832 266 420 522 646 4, .27 

1969 1,908 796 293 463 371 680 4,511li 
." 	 1970 1,998 984 389 552 418 1,043 5,384 
n
c,' 	 379 736 4,843,I 	 1971 1,820 960 399 549 
11 	 1972 1,648 1,096 918 578 428 942 5,610l' 	 1973 1,537 706 985 451 268 735 4,MZ
if{ 	

1974 1.555 868 594 622 361 776 4,776 
~,
! 
~ 	 1975 1,798 1,170 1,117 804 389 1,089 6,367 

1976 1 p 663 1,177 1,043 665 390 854 5,792 
1977 1,243 785 944 597 316 632 4,517 

il 	 1978 1.526 1,138 966 652 363 885 5,530 

!I Minn••ota, 	Wa.hiDlton~ lanGe, M1chiaan, Montana, and Utah. 

Appendix tabl. 8--Total U.S. production and ..port. of piDto bean., 1967-77 

Y..r 	 Production Ixport. Share 

__..v~_ 1.000 cvt. 	 '.arcent 

1967 4,OI}3 270 7 
1968 4,727 202 4 
1969 4,511 552 12 
1970 5,384 411 8 

1971 4,843 270 6 
1972 5,610 558 10 
U73 4,682 801 17 
19;74 4.776 1,468 31 

1975 6,367 631 10 
1976 5.792 755 13 
1977 4.517 458 10 
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Appendix table 9--Green p .. production and export ....n. variabil:lty. and tund. 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient ofM..n 'hend !Ideviation variation 

1,000 cwt. 

Production: 
United State. 2.125 700 0.33 NA 
W..binaton 1.141 408 .36 NA 
Idaho 975 308 .32 NA 

~port.: 
United Stat•• 1.098 346 .32 -69.3 

NA • not app1icab1 •• 

!I All applicable trend. are .ilnificant at a 95-perc.nt confidence level. 


Appendix tab1. 10--Tota1 U.S. production of dry gr.en p.... by State. 1967-78 

Y..r Wuhington Idaho OreSon Total 

1.000 cwt. 

1967 1.037 835 8 1.880 
1968 1.116 980 9 2.105 
1969 1.511 1.304 20 2.835 
1970 1,212 1.341 15 2.568 

1971 1.818 1.400 13 3.231 
1972 
1973 

853 
662 

702 
599 

10 
5 

r 1.565 
1.266 

1974 1.291 1,226 19 2.536 

1975 
1976 

1,338 
1,036 

899 
739 

8 
0 

2,245 
1.775 

1977 307 503 0 810 
1978 1,514 1,172 0 2,686 
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Appendix tab1e.11--Total U.S. production and exports of dry sreen peas, 1967-77 

Year Production Exports Share 

1.000 cwt. ----- Percent 

1967 1,880 1.061 56 
1968 2.105 1.314 62 
1969 2.835 1,664 59 
1970 2,568 1.178 46 

1971 3,231 1,235 38 
1972 1.565 1.417 91 
1973 1.266 830 66 
1974 2.536 1.049 41 

1975 2.245 1.034 46 
1976 1.775 977 55 
1977 810 317 39 

Appendix table l2--Ye11ow pea production and exports. mean, variability, 
and trends. 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient ofOrigin Mean Trend !Ideviation variation 

1.000 ~ 

Production: 
United States 
Washington 
Idaho 

578 
506 

97 

198 
227 
44 

0.34 
.45 
.45 

-4.~L4 
NA 

-9.4 

Exports: 
United States 350 96 .27 -16.7 

NA • not applicable.

11 All applicable trends are significant at a 95-percent confidence level. 
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Appendix table 13--Tota1 U.S. production of dry yellow peas, by State, 1967-78 

Year WBshingtott Idaho Other 1/ Total 

1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 

1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

Oregon, Minnesota, Y 

393 

359 

527 

391 


384 

338 

294 

499 


399 

288 

153 

586 


and North Dakota. 

1,000 C\~t. 

121 169 683 
125 138 622 
205 169 901 
151 205 747 

80 235 699 
48 152 538 
25 80 399 

109 26 634 

60 27 486 
87 0 375 
60 0 • 213 

329 0 915 

Appendix table 14--Tota1 U.S. production and exports of dry yellow peas, 1967-77 

Year Production Exports Share 

1,000 CHt. Percent 

1967 683 358 52 
1968 622 370 60 
1969 901 384 43 
1970 747 411 55 

1971 699 497 71 
1972 538 430 80 
1973 399 257 64 
1974 634 359 57 

1975 486 391 81 
1976 375 230 61 
1977 213 167 78 
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Appendix table 15--Lenti1 production and exports, mean, variability, and 
trend, 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient ofYear 	 Mean Trend Ydeviation variation 

1,000 cwt. 

Production: 

United States 889 292 0.33 
 NA 
Washington 	 668 226 .34 	 NA 
Idaho 	 221 75 	 .34 NA 

Exports: 
United States 636 216 .34 NA 

NA = not applicable. 

!/ All applicable trends are significant at a 95-percent confidence level. 


Appendix table 1;6--Tota1 U.S. production of lentils, by State, 1967-78 

Year 	 Washington Idaho Total 

1,000 cwt. 

1967 	 462 178 640
;i
,1 	 1968 513 166 679 

1969 605 193 798 
1970 519 218 737 

1971 	 703 240 943 
1972 	 824 216 	 1,040
1973 672 192 864 
1974 732 213 945 

1975 1,025 300 1,325
1976 813 248 1,061
1977 	 207 91 	 298 
1978 944 	 396 1,340 
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Appendix table l7--Production and exports of lentils, 1967-77 

Year Production Exports Share 

1,000 cwt. Percent 

1967 640 539 84 
1968 679 471 69 
1969 798 627 79 
1970 737 593 81 

1971 943 735 78 
1972 1,040 817 79 
1973 864 458 53 
1974 945 848 90 

1975 1,325 937 71 

1976 1,061 778 73 

1977 298 189 63 


Appendix table 18--Great northern bean production and exports, mean, 
variability, and trend, 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient ofOrigin Mean Trend Ydeviation variation 

1,000 cwt. 

Production: 
United States 1,645 205 0.13 NA 
Nebraska 1,147 143 .13 NA 
Idaho 378 95 .25 16.0 
Wyoming 83 31 .37 -7.1 
Montana 7 4 .57 -0.7 
North Dakota 8 6 .67 NA 

Exports: 
United States 567 224 .40 47.4 

NA = not applicable.

!/ All applicable trends are significant at a 95-percent confidence level. 
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Appendix table 19--Total U.S. production of great northern beans, by State, 1967-78 

Year Nebraska Idaho Others y Total 

1.000 cwt. 

1967 978 348 173 1,499 
1968 1,020 240 126 1,386 
1969 1,239 343 125 1,707 
1970 996 292 142 1,430 

1971 1,079 324 114 1,517 
1972 1,092 321 86 1,499 
1973 1,147 509 120 1,776 
1974 1,460 527 101 2,088 

1975 1,056 313 40 1,409 
1976 1,215 420 72 1,767 
1977 975 387 76 1,438 
1978 1,280 420 70 1,770 

" 

Y Wyoming, Montana, and North Dakota. 

Appendix table 20--Tota1 U.S. production and exports of great 
northern beans, 1967-77 

Year Production Exports Share 

1,000 cwt. Percent 

1967 1,499 277 19 
1968 1,386 332 24 
1969 1,707 532 31 
1970 1,430 346 24 

1971 1,517 611 41 
1972 1,499 699 47 
1973 1,776 583 33 
1914 2,088 808 39 

1975 1,409 324 23 
1916 1,161 911 52 
1977 1,438 804 56 
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Appendix table 21--Red kidney bean production and exports, mean, variability, 
and trend, 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient ofOrigin Mean Trend Ydeviation variation 

1,000 cwt. 

Production: 
United States 1,302 251 0.19 NA 
California 504 213 .42 53.2 
Michigan 314 74 .24 NA 
New York 383 163 .43 -33.1 
Idaho 50 30 .60 7.0 

Exports: 
United States 163 62 .38 NA 

NA "'.not applicable. 
y All applicable trends are significant at a 95-percent confidence level. 

Appendix table 22--Tota1 U.S. production of red kidney beans, by State, 1967-78 

Year California Michigan New York Idaho Other J:./ Total 

1,OOO.cwt. 

1967 212 263 673 10 0 1,158 
1968 306 300 503 15 0 1,124 
1969 435 455 618 40 0 1,548 
1970 363 456 458 25 0 1,302 

1971 377 242 468 41 6 1,134 
1972 366 271 128 41 13 819 
1973 431 295 224 74 104 1,128 
1974 663 295 350 52 150 1,510 

1975 596 318 334 45 184 1,477 
1976 671 282 268 49 107 1,377 
1977 643 230 260 102 50 1,285 
1978 980 361 315 101 0 1,757 

!! Minnesota, Illinois, and Indiana. 
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Appendix table 23--Tota1 U.S. production and exports of red kidney beans, 1967-77 

Year Production Exports Share 

1,000 cwt. Percent 

1967 1,158 136 12 
1963 1.124 68 6 
1969 1,548 223 14 
1970 1,302 181 14 

1971 1,134 179 16 
1972 819 111 14 
1973 1,128 67 6 
1974 1,510 217 14 

1975 1,477 155 11 
1976 1,377 255 19 
1977 1,285 197 15 

Appendix table 24--Pink bean production~ mean, yariabi11ty, and trend. 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient ofOrigin Mean Trend Ydeviation variation 

Production: 
United States 759 205 0.27 33.9 
Idaho 505 167 .33 28.4 
California 156 44 .28 NA 
Washington 49 15 .31 NA 
Nebraska 45 19 .42 -6.1 

NA = not applicable.

!/ All applicable trends are significant at a 95~percent confidence level. 
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Appendix table 25--Total u.s. produetion of pink beans, by State, 1967-78 

Year Idaho Cahfornia Other !! Total 

1,000 cwt. 

1967 250 175 57 482 
1968 440 180 62 682 
1969 348 113 39 500 
1970 409 145 114 668 

1971 475 119 130 724 
1972 399 108 117 624 
1973 545 78 181 804 
1974 727 202 101 1,030 

1975 809 206 139 1,154 
1976 705 193 92 990 
1977 542 144 67 753 
1978 415 202 65 682 

!I Washington, Nebraska, Minnesota, and North Dakota. 

AppenUx table 26--Small red bean production, mean, variability, and trend, 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient ofOrigin Mean Trend !!deviation variation 

1,000 cwt. 

Produc.tion: 
United States 396 90 0.23 NA 
Idaho 207 33 .16 NA 
Washington 187 72 .39 NA 

NA - not applicable.

!! All applicable trends are significant at a 95-percent confidence level. 
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Appendix table 27--Tota1 U.S. production of ~11 red beans, by State, 1967-78 

Year Idaho Waahington Othery Total 

1,000 cwt. 

1967 165 92 5 262 
1968 161 188 5 354 
1969 252 190 11 453 
1970 246 339 0 585 

1971 204 167 0 371 
1972 1~9 171 1 371 
1973 179 139 0 318 
1974 250 198 0 448 

1975 182 308 4 494 
1976 240 197 0 437 
1977 189 116 0 305 
1978 213 140 0 353 

!! Minnesota and California. 

Appendix table 28--Sma11 white bean production and exports, mean, 
vaJ;',iability, and trend, 1967-78 

, 

Standard Coefficient of
Origin Mean Tren.:i !Ideviation variation 

1.,000 cwt. 

Production: 
United States 366 118 0.32 NA 
California 319 123 .39 -21.5 
Washington 32 26 .81 4.7 

Exports: 
United States 67 33 .49 NA 

NA - not applicable.

!! All applicable trends are significant at a 95-percent confidence level. 
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,Appendix ,table"29_Total.U,,,S'.pro"ucUon of _11 white buna. by State. 1967-78 

1',,1' CaU.fornta 

1967 414 
1968 422 
1969 464 
1970 270 

1971 291 
1972 287 
1973 338 
1974 542 

19.75 220 
1976 280 
1977 160 
19.78 136 

Va abington Total 

1,000 cwt. 

9 423 
19 441 
23 487 

5 275 

18 309 
15 302 
22 360 
79 621 

17 237 
49 329 
79. 239 
43 179 

Appendix table 30--Total U.S. production and exporta of ..11 

whita buna, 1961~17 


Year ~ Produc t:ton ·1 Exporta Share 

-..--... 1.000 cvt. Percent 

.1967 423 70 17 
1968 441 73 17 
1969 487 123 25 
1970 275 45 16 

1971 309 57 19 
1912 302 41 14 
1973 360 133 37 
1974 621 45 7 

1975 237 33 '14 
1976 329 40 12 
1977 239 72 30 
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Appendix table 31--B1ack turt1a baan rroduction and export., 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient of
Orilin Mean TrelV1 !Ideviation variation.. 

1,000 cwt. 

Production: 
United State. 202 74 0.37 -17.3 
New York 175 95 .54 -24.0 
M:Lchipn y 58 24 .41 NA 

Export.: 
United State. 186 96 .52 -17.7 

NA • not applicable.

!I All applicable trenda are aisnificant at a 95-percent confidence level. 

11 Production from 1973. 


Appendix table 32--Tota1 U.S. production of black turtle beans, by State, 1967-78 

Year New York Michigan Total 

1,000 cwt. 

1967 321 o 321 
1968 314 o 314 
1969 223 o 223 
1970 227 o 227 

1971 279 o 279 
1972 144 o 144 
1973 115 18 133 
1974 111 81 192 

1975 146 66 212 
1976 77 80 157 
1977 62 47 109 
1978 75 57 132 
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Appendix table 33--Total u.s. production and exporta of black turtle b..n., 1967-77 

\, 
Y..r Production Export. 	 Share 

Percent1,000 ewt. 

241 753211967 67210314 

1969 

1968 	 )67 165223 108245227 

140 

1970 
502791971 1642361441972 1041381331973 4791192 

66 

1974 
312121975 1642571571976 51561091977 

in only one34--Production and exports of dry beans produced Appendix table 
ar.., by State, statistica, 1967-78 

Standard Coefficient of Trend !I
Origin Mean deviation variation 

1,000 cwt. 

Ca1fiornia: 

Large 1:lma: 
 0.26 -27.3574 	 148Production 

58 	 .98 -11.0
Exports 59 


Baby 'lima: 

93 	 .21 NA434Production 
78 	 .53 NA

Exports 147 


Black"ye 
 184 	 .27 NA
production 691 


Garbanzo . 

21 	 .27 NA 

.production 79 

Michigan: 

Cranberry 


82 	 .39 17.9
producticDn 211 

NA - not applicable.!I All applicable trends are significant at a 95-percent confidence level. 
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! 
 Appendix t.ble 35--Tot.l U.S. production of bean. produced in only on. 

• rea. by St.t.e. by cl•••• 1967-78 

l~ 	 California : Michigan7i 	 Year t 	 cranberry
t,d 	 Large 11•• Baby lima Bl.ckey. Garbanzo 
~l 

r1 1,000 cwt.},; 
f,1 	 1967 774 280 565 88 129 
!-' 1968 814 589 781 58 178 

;' 1969 770 430 513 101 160
, 
~, 	 1970 S58 478 712 68 155 
f, 

i: 	 1971 398 400 413 85 109 
" 	 1972 471 317 801 60 249 


1973 533 378 766 98 194 

1974 670 574 1.092 83 16S 


1975 408 416 499 119 222 
1976 522 378 607 46 257 
1977 540 475 800 63 390 
1978 434 489 745 80 319 

Appendix ta'.,:!.e 36--Total U.S. production .nd exports of baby 
lima beans. 1967-77 

Year 	 Production Exports Share 

1,000 cwt. 	 Percent 

1967 280 39 25 
1968 589 154 26 
1969 430 14S 34 

j' 1970 478 	 26S 5S 

1971 400 120 30 
1972 317 121 38 
1973 378 63 17 
1974 574 14S 25 

1975 416 82 20 
1976 378 203 S4 
1977 475 284 60 

~ " 

", 

• 
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fi Appendix tab1. 37--Tota1 U.S. production and exporU of large 

It.. blan., 1967-77i\,
/1 

Ylar Production Export .. Share 
-:;.: 

1,000 cwt. Percent 

1967 774 38 5 
1968 814 211 26 
1969 77(1 121 16 
1970 558 51 9 

1971 398 57 14 
1972 471 41 9 
1973 533 40 8 
1974 670 29 4 

It,1975 408 17 
1976 522 38 7 
1977 540 9 2 
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~".G'~om"A'O ClJ
U.S. DEPARTMENT DF 
AGRiCULTURE 

AGR 101 u.s...... 
THIRD CLASS 

~Economics, Statistics, and Cooperdives Service 

The Economks, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service (ESCS) collects data and carries out 
research projects related to food and nutrition, cooperatives, natural resources, and rural de\'elop. 
ment. The Economics unit of ESCS researches and analyzes production and marketing of major 
commodities; foreign agriculture and trade; economic usc, conservation, and devclopment of nat· 
ural resources; rural popUlation, employment, and housing trends, and cconomic adjustment 
problems; and performance of the agricultural industry. The ESCS Statistics unit collects data un 
crops, livestock, prices, and labor, and publishes official lISDA State and national estimdtes 
through the Crop Reporting Board. The ESCS Cooperatives unit provides research and technical 
and educational assistance to help farmer cooperatives operate efficiently. Through its information 
program, ESCS provides objective and timely economic and statistical information for farmers, 
government policymakers, consumers, agribusiness firms, cooperatives, rural residents, and other 
interested citizens. 




